Wedding flowers price list guide for 2010
Bridal bouquets, hand-tied and bound with satins, silks, raffia
Overarm bq, especially for very ornate gowns
Waterfall bq, quite traditional, but with contemporary twist

from £67.50
from £72.50
from £92.50

Bridesmaids bq’s
Flower girls

from £45.00
from £15.00

Buttonholes (usually dutch rose with foliage)
Large amounts of buttonholes (by separate negotiation)
Corsages for lapels/suits/dresses
Wrist corsages on pearl,or diamante bracelets
Bodice corsage from
Handbag corsage from

from £6.75
from £12.50
from £20.00
£25.00
£20.00

Hair flowers – wired and taped (usually about 5xpieces)
Tall lily vase table centres from
Tall glass vase table centres from
Large based table centre from
Large clear glass bowl table centre from
Long & low arrangements for top table from
Ex large glass vase (pedestal-size) arrangement from
Ex-large Pedestal arrangements from
Pew ends from
Arch for church or venue from

from £10.00
£15.00
£32.50
£32.00
£27.50
£47.50
£75.00
£115.00
£12.50
£250.00

More stylistic and contemporary arrangements can often be made in glass vases instead of the more
traditional posie type table centres and can look equally as good in modern surroundings as well as
the more country house type.
We also have some superb 120cm oversized candelabra in silver as well as black gothic type
candelabra, ex-tall vases, short vases and all manner of containers in a myriad of coloured & clear
glass, metals such as wrought iron, shabby chic finishes. We also can hire fresh and fragrant bay
trees in a variety of heightsetc.,that may be hired as part of our hire service.
All prices are subject to VAT @ 17.5 %
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